Website Documentation

This wiki is setup to document and administer the site [http://cloudcomputing.cornell.edu](http://cloudcomputing.cornell.edu)

**General Notes**

Goals: The site is basically a communication hub. Initially the idea was to connect with perspective grad students but it is also helpful for faculty to see what is going on. As we googled cloud computing and cornell other programs like Red Cloud came up so we expanded to include Services and Resources as well. We want it to be inclusive and have diffused the description of research on the home page so as not to exclude research such as social and policy research. We were concerned about looking too effervescent and included the Research Spotlight so that we can also show some meatier content. The priority for inclusiveness increased when we received initial feedback that some faculty do not want to be associated with the site because as a communication tool it could overshadow existing research topic pages.

Function: Each page has an include of header and footer php files. The header also has an include of phpincludes.php

**Style**

- Styles are screen.css and main.css.
- Handheld version is started but needs to be tested and improved

**Possible Ideas**

- Create a list-serve of stakeholders to discuss site changes

**Home Page**

- For starters this will focus on drawing in new people and content. Over time highlighting research could become a focus.
- Research Highlight is a simple ribbon. There is an iframe that draws content from ribbon.php.
- To change the Ribbon content modify the list of entries in phpincludes.php

**People**

- Faculty are listed
  - [php script to generate formats in dev/People-dynamic-includes.php](http://cloudcomputing.cornell.edu/dev/People-dynamic-includes.php)
- Students were too much work to try and include all of them and keep it updated so we went with highlighting a few at a time.
- People requesting NOT to be posted
  - Emin Gun Sirer - requested not to be listed under Faculty, Research or to have courses taught listed

**Research**
Projects are submitted by faculty
Publications we'd like to have one or 2 of whatever the faculty submitting them considers the most important
Trying to put the ownership of the content on the faculty

Forms
- cornell.qualtrics.com forms used for the forms on the site
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